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The concentration distributions of fluorescein and acridine orange, at a water/silica interface, are determined
using the technique variable-angle time-resolved evanescent wave-induced fluorescence spectroscopy. It is
demonstrated theoretically that the radiative fluorescence lifetime of a molecule is affected in only a minor
way by the presence of a dielectric interface. Consequently, time-resolved evanescent wave-induced
fluorescence spectroscopy is used to measure the variations in the fluorescence quantum yield caused by the
pressence of the interface. Knowledge of these variations is then used to determine molecular concentration
distributions. The concentration distribution of fluorescein is found to be uniform and homogeneous as a
function of distance away from the hydrophilic silica surface. However, it is found that a water/silica interface
has a definite affect on the concentration distribution of acridine orange. A “surface associated” acridine
orange population distinguishable from “bulk” acridine orange is demonstrated by spectral and kinetic analysis
of EWIF emission. This information is then used to create concentration profiles of both molecular populations.

Introduction

Fluorescence spectroscopy is a highly sensitive analytical
technique and is routinely used in the physical, biological, and
chemical sciences to probe the structure, conformation, dynam-
ics, and environment of atomic and molecular species. It is
unique among spectroscopic techniques due to its inherent multi-
dimensionality.1 More specifically, the process of emission
yields a diversity of orthogonal information that is intrinsically
related to the nature of the fluorophore and its immediate
environment.2

Much attention has been focused on the study of molecular
interactions and dynamics at interfaces.3,4 This is primarily due
to their fundamental importance in many areas of chemistry
and physics. One technique that has been successfully used to
probe interfacial phenomena is evanescent wave-induced fluo-
rescence spectroscopy (EWIFS).5-10 EWIFS utilizes total
internal reflection geometry to generate a surface-specific,
electromagnetic field disturbance at the interface between two
dielectric media.11 EWIFS has been used to characterize the
interfacial characteristics of many species, ranging from small
dye molecules to macromolecules such as proteins, polymers,
enzymes, and DNA.12-16 The surface specificity of the
evanescent wave has also been successfully used in many
biosensing applications.17,18 If receptor molecules are im-
mobilized onto a dielectric surface, evanescent waves allow the
investigation of ligand-receptor interactions without any per-
turbing separation or preconcentration steps.

Although fluorescence spectroscopy offers exquisite sensitiv-
ity, care must be taken when using it as a quantitative tool.
Variations in fluorescence intensities are not only caused by
changes in molecular concentrations but also by variations in

the rates of radiative and nonradiative relaxation processes.19

Changes in the local environment of a fluorophore can have a
large affect on the nature of these processes and thus give rise
to variations in the spectral and kinetic character of the emission.
It has been demonstrated that these effects are particularly
significant in heterogeneous environments such as the “inter-
face”.5,6

In this paper we address the idea that variations in the
radiative rate coefficient,kr, at a solid/liquid interface do not
adversely affect the use of EWIFS as a quantitative interfacial
probe. Consequently, the concentration distributions of two
small dye molecules (fluorescein and acridine orange) in the
interfacial region are elucidated, through measurement of both
time-integrated and time-resolved fluorescence data.

Theory

When a molecule absorbs light, it is raised in energy to an
excited state. From this excited state the molecule may relax
back down to a ground state by emitting a photon (a radiative
transition) or by dissipating energy in some other way (a
nonradiative transition). The fluorescence quantum yield,φf,
defines the fraction of excited-state species that become de-
excited by fluorescence (singlet-singlet transitions) and is given
by eq 1, wherekr and ∑knr are the radiative and sum of the

nonradiative rate coefficients, respectively. Since the fluores-
cence quantum yield describes the fraction of the absorbed
energy that is re-emitted as photons, the following expression
can be written:
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Herec is the concentration of fluorophores in a sample,Ia is
the intensity of the light absorbed by the sample, andIf is the
intensity of the subsequent emission. If the fluorescence
quantum yield is invariant of concentration, time-integrated
fluorescence emission intensities can be directly related to
molecular concentrations. However, such an assumption is often
ill-conditioned since changes in fluorescence intensities are
frequently due to variations in molecular relaxation rates (which
in turn alterφf). This situation is particularly true in hetero-
geneous environments such as the interfacial region.5-7 Con-
sequently, variations in molecular concentrations inferred from
fluorescence intensity changes must be treated with caution.
Fluorescence quantum yields can be estimated through a kinetic
analysis of the emission process, i.e., measuring the molecular
fluorescence lifetime, since,

whereτf is the fluorescence lifetime. Ifkr is assumed constant,
then changes inφf can be evidenced by variations in the
measured fluorescence lifetime. Unfortunately, the decay rate
of a fluorophore may be modified by the presence of an
interface.20 This is an obvious concern in EWIFS measurements
as variations inkr prevent the application of EWIFS to
quantitative problems. Variations inkr occur because of
interfacial electromagnetic boundary conditions imposed on the
radiating field of a dipole.21,22 This is primarily because the
interface reflects the radiating field produced by a fluorophore.
If a fluorophore is considered to be a forced, damped oscillating
electric dipole, it can be seen that the field reflected by the
interface provides the driving term with both the amplitude and
phase of the reflected wave being important. The relative phase
of the reflected and source fields depends not only on the phase
change on reflection but also on the distance between the
fluorophore and the interface. If the reflection returns to the
fluorophore in phase, then emission will be enhanced and the
decay rate will rise; if it returns out of phase, emission is
inhibited and the rate will fall. The amplitude of the reflected
wave is also important, since the stronger the reflection, the
greater the potential for modification to the rate. Figure 1 shows
the coordinate system for a conventional experiment. For the
current experiments, the refractive index difference of fused
silica/water interface is small (nsilica ) 1.46,nwater ) 1.33).

The affect of the interface on the decay rate has been modeled
classically by many authors,23-25 and the results of such

calculations have been well-verified experimentally.25 The
modification to the decay rate is found to be dependent on the
orientation of the electric dipole moment of the fluorophore with
respect to the plane of the interface, the two unique orientations
being perpendicular (subscript⊥) and parallel (subscript|) to
the plane. The decay rates for these two orientations are found
to be25

The parametersz⊥ andz| are given by

The variable of integration,u, is the component of the
wavevector (of the dipole field) in the plane of the interface,
normalized with respect to the far field wavevectork1 of the
dipole radiation field in medium 1 (in this case the water); thus,
u ) kx/k1. The parameterl1 is given byl1 ) -i(1 - u2)1/2 and
is related to the component of the wavevector perpendicular to
the interface. The phase angleâ is the phase due to retardation,
i.e., the phase change incurred in the round trip from the
fluorophore, to the interface and back. The coefficientsr1,2

p

and r1,2
s are the Fresnel reflection coefficients for p and s

polarized light at the interface, respectively, evaluated as a
function of u.25 Since the latter may range over all positive
values between 0 and∞, the reflection coefficients have to be
calculated for both real and complex angles of incidence,
corresponding to incident waves that are propagating and
evanescent (this is in contrast to eq 9 below where the angles
are always real).

Equation 4 is used to model the change in the decay rate,kr,
for two different values of the fluorescence quantum yield, 1.0
and 0.1. The results of such calculations, made as a function
of distance between the fluorophore and the interface, are shown
in Figure 2 and Figure 3. Results are shown for the two dipole
orientations. Also shown are the results for an isotropic
distribution of dipole orientations (a dipole whose moment

Figure 1. Coordinate system for VATR-EWIFS. A plane electromag-
netic wave strikes the interface between medium 1 (the internal
reflection element) and medium 2 (the sample at an angle of incidence,
θi).

φf ) krτf (3)

Figure 2. Calculated decay rate as a function of distance between the
fluorophore and the interface, assuming the fluorescence quantum yield
is 1.0. The rate is normalized with respect to that in the absence of the
interface. Data are shown for dipole moments perpendicular to the
interface (a), parallel to the interface (c), and for an isotropic distribution
(b).

b⊥,| ) b0(1 - φf z⊥,|) (4)

z⊥ ) 1 - 3
2

Im ∫0

∞ u3

l1
(1 - r 1,2

p )e-iâ du (5)

z| ) 1 - 3
4

Im ∫0

∞ u
l1

[(1 + r 1,2
s ) - (1 - u2)(1 + r 1,2

p )]e-iâ du

(6)
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rotates and samples all directions in space in a time much faster
than the fluorescence lifetime). In this case, the decay ratebiso

is given by

We note that the dominant effect of the interface is to increase
the radiative rate for fluorophores close (<100 nm) to the
interface. However, the changes are small, as anticipated above,
becoming less important as the fluorescence quantum yield falls.
Consequently, in most EWIFS measurements it is valid to relate
changes in fluorescence lifetime to changes in fluorescence
quantum yield.

In EWIFS light strikes the interface between two media of
differing refractive indices. If the light is traveling in the
optically dense medium (refractive index) n1) and is incident
at the interface at an angle,θi, greater than the critical angle, it
will undergo total internal refection. Under these conditions
an evanescent wave is established in the rarer medium (refractive
index,n2).11 When medium 2 is absorbing, its refractive index
becomes complex and is given by the following:

Hereκ is an extinction coefficient that is related to the absorption
index of the sample. The properties of the evanescent wave
can be calculated from Maxwell’s equations by assuming the
electric field across the interface is continuous (the case for
perpendicular polarized light shall be considered here).26

Boundary conditions mean that the intensity of the electromag-
netic radiation at the interface, but in medium 2, is given by
the expression27

whereE0 is the electric field amplitude of the incident wave,
λ0 is the wavelength of the incident light,θi is the angle of
incidence, and Re and Im are the real and imaginary parts of
the refractive index and are defined as

The implication of these boundary conditions is that for total
internal reflection there exists an electromagnetic disturbance
in the rarer medium. This disturbance is termed an evanescent
wave. Equation 9 shows that its amplitude decreases exponen-
tially with distance from the interface. A characteristic (but
arbitrary) penetration depth,dp, of the evanescent wave is
commonly given by eq 12. This defines the distance into the
rarer medium when the electric field amplitude of the evanescent
wave is 1/e of its interfacial value.

In the EWIF experiment the total emitted fluorescence
intensityIf can be derived from eq 2 and is the integrated product
of the evanescent wave energy, the molecular fluorescence
quantum yield profile, and concentration profile. If the observa-
tion angle is assumed to be zero,7,27

In a simple case where the fluorophore is not effected by the
surface,φf(z) andc(z)can be assumed to be constant over allz.
For this to be valid spectral and kinetic properties of the
fluorescence emission must be invariant and independent of
incidence angle and penetration depth. Under these conditions
eq 13 becomes

Consequently if the fluorophore is completely uneffected by
the presence of the interface and fluorescence intensity is
measured as a function of incidence angle eq 14 can be used to
model experimentally obtained data.7,27 Unfortunately hetero-
geneous interfacial environments may affect the physical and
photophysical properties a fluorophore. A molecule that
interacts with the surface may give rise to nonuniform concen-
tration and fluorescence quantum yield distributions in the
interfacial region that are unlikely to be invariant of distance
from the interface; thus, all terms in eq 13 need to be evaluated.
The step function is a simple mathematical model that can be
used to describe basic distributions ofc(z) and φ(z). Step
functions presuppose that fluorescence originates from two
distinct layers of variable thickness, one associated with the
surface and the other associated with the bulk solution.
Assuming that the intensity of the emitted fluorescence is
proportional to the product of the molecular concentration and
the fluorescence quantum yield, the step function is expressed
as

whereσ1 andσ2 are the relative emissivities of the interfacial
and the bulk layers respectively andr is the thickness of the
interfacial layer. Substituting the step function into eq 13 and

Figure 3. Calculated decay rate as a function of distance between the
fluorophore and the interface, assuming the fluorescence quantum yield
is 0.1. The rate is normalized with respect to that in the absence of the
interface. Data are shown for dipole moments perpendicular to the
interface (a), parallel to the interface (c), and for an isotropic distribution
(b).

biso ) 2/3b| + 1/3b⊥ (7)

n2 ) n2(1 + iκ) (8)

I0 ) E0
2

4n1
2 cos2 θi

(n1 cosθi + Re)2 + Im2
exp(-

4π(Im)z
λ0

) (9)

Re) ([n2
2(1 - κ

2) - n1
2 sin2 θi +

{[n2
2(1 - κ

2) - n1
2 sin2 θi]

2 + 4n2
4
κ

2}1/2]/2)1/2 (10)

Im ) ([-n2
2(1 - κ

2) + n1
2 sin2 θi +

{[n2
2(1 - κ

2) - n1
2 sin2 θi]

2 + 4n2
4
κ

2}1/2]/2)1/2 (11)

dp )
λ0

2πIm
(12)

If(θi, z) ) ∫0

∞
φf(z)c(z)I0 exp(-z/dp) dz (13)

If(θi) ∝
4n1

2 cos2 θi

(n1 cosθi + Re)2 + Im2

λ0

4πIm
(14)

c(z)φf(z) ) σ1 z e r (15)

c(z)φf(z) ) σ2 z > r (16)
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solving with an inverse Laplace transform,28,29 one can show
that the fluorescence intensity varies with incidence angle as
follows:

If it is suspected that a fluorophore interacts with the interface,
then eq 17 can be used to model angle spectra to produce an
emissivity depth distribution. The emissivity depth distribution
can then be combined with fluorescence quantum yield informa-
tion obtained from time-resolved EWIFS to produce a concen-
tration depth profile of fluorophores in the interfacial region.

Experimental Section

Fluorescein disodium salt (FDSS, ICN Biomedical) and
acridine orange (A0, Sigma) were used as received. All aqueous
solutions were made up using distilled deionized water (18.2
MΩ, Elga, Maxima). Concentrations were determined from
absorbance measurements using an extinction coefficient,εmax

of 8.8× 104 M-1 cm-1 for FDSS and 5.3× 104 M-1 cm-1 for
AO.

Excitation light was provided by a cavity-dumped Argon ion
laser (Lexel 95). This produced a 5 MHz pulse train (fwhm≈
7 ns) at 488 nm. The output power was kept below 1 mW to
avoid photobleaching of the sample. Excitation laser pulses
were perpendicularly polarized with respect to the plane
interface. The internal reflection element used for all EWIFS
experiments was a fused silica dove prism (n1 ) 1.46).
Fluorescence was collected perpendicular to the surface, through
the internal reflection element using a high numerical aperture
lens. Fluorescence was focused on to the slits of a scanning
0.22 m single monochromator (Spex 1681). Entrance and exit
slits were set to produce a 2 nmband-pass. All fluorescence
measurements were made using the technique of single-photon
counting. Time-integrated measurements were made using a
single-photon counting system consisting of a photomultiplier
(Hamamatsu, R6358P) and a gated photon counter (Stanford
Research Systems, SR400) interfaced to a personal computer.
Fluorescence decays were obtained using a time-correlated
single-photon counting (TCSPC30) system consisting of a
constant fraction discriminator (Ortec 584), a time-to-amplitude
converter (Ortec 437A), and multichannel analyzer (Oxford
Instruments, PCAIII PC card). Fluorescence decays were
collected to at least 10 000 counts in the channel of maximum
intensity and were analyzed using a sum of exponential (SOE)
iterative reconvolution fitting routine based on the Marquardt-
Levenberg algorithm.31

For depth-resolved EWIF experiments the internal reflection
element and detection system remained fixed. Variations in
the incidence angle were effected using a rotating mirror
mounted on a translation stage. Computer-controlled stepper
motors (Physik Instumente, C-560) on the translation and
rotation stages ensure that the position of the evanescent wave
remains constant through the experiment.

The prism surface was cleaned prior to every experiment
using the following procedure. The surface of the prism is
washed for 1 min in copious amounts of distilled/deionized
water and dried using N2. The entire prism is then immersed
in CrO2/H2SO4 at 70°C and soaked for 1 h. It is then removed
from the acid and rinsed with deionized water. Before the
surface is dry, the prism is placed on the flow cell and contacted

with solvent only, followed by sample and solvent. Although
no specific characterization of water contact angles was
performed, the aggressive cleaning procedure produced what
was considered a consistent “hydrophilic” surface.

Results and Discussion

Fluorescein. Figure 4 shows EWIF emission spectra of
FDSS collected at four different internal reflection angles. At
incidence angles of 80 and 68° the evanescent wave only
interrogates FDSS molecules (dp ≈ 100 nm). Below the critical
angle, at incidence angles of 66.8 and 65°, the depth of
penetration is much larger (dp ≈ 100 µm); consequently both
surface and bulk species are interrogated.

As the angle of incidence is decreased, the fluorescence
intensity is seen to increase. This in part, is due to the increase
in the depth of penetration as the incidence angle is reduced.
At extended penetration depths larger sample volumes are
excited and consequently the measured fluorescence intensity
increases. Importantly the spectral profile is identical at all
incidence angles (emission spectra are also identical to bulk
fluorescence emission spectra collected using conventional right
angle geometries). It can be concluded that the spectral
characteristics of the fluorescence emission of FDSS are
uneffected by the presence of the hydrophilic fused silica
surface. Subsequently, the kinetic characteristics of the fluo-
rescence emission were also examined.

Figure 5 shows the fluorescence decay of FDSS in solution
(a) alongside the EWIF decay of FDSS at a fused water/silica
interface (b). Both decays are analyzed using a single-
exponential decay function and yield excellent fits at all levels
of precision (τf ) 4.71 ns,ø2 < 1.2). The observed lifetime is
consistent with the reported literature value of 4.7 ns.32

Additional EWIF decays were collected at incidence angles of
68, 66.8, and 65° (θc ≈ 66.8°). If fluorescence decays originate
from a system containing a single species, then the decay times
will be invariant of dataset. Global SOE analysis allows
multiple datasets to be analyzed simultaneously, where a single
lifetime is common to all datasets. The application of a model
over a multidimensional data surface is statistically the most
rigorous test of a particular a priori model that can be performed.
If the model satisfies all the statistical parameters, then there is
nothing more that can be done to test that particular model.33

All six decays were analyzed using a single-exponential global
model and the results are shown in Table 1. Table 1 shows

If(z,θ) )
4n1

2 cos2 θi

(n1 cosθi + Re)2 + Im2
×

[σ1dp(1 - e(-r/dp)) + σ2dpe
(-r/dp)] (17)

Figure 4. EWIF emission spectra of FDSS at the water/silica interface.
Bulk solution concentration) 7.2 × 10-6 mol dm-3; θi ) (a) 65.0°,
(b) 66.2°, (c) 68.0°, and (d) 80.0°.
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that a single-exponential global model is an excellent description
of all the data sets. This suggests that the fluorescence lifetime
of FDSS is independent of its local environment. Identical
results were found at all FDSS concentrations. If the radiative
rate constant of a fluorophore is assumed to be uneffected by
the interface, we can assume that the fluorescence quantum yield
and hence the photophysical properties of FDSS are also
unchanged by the presence of the hydrophilic silica surface.
Importantly, this allows depth distributions obtained from the
analysis of angle spectra to be related directly to concentration
profiles.

Figure 6 shows the dependence of fluorescence intensity on
incidence angle for various concentrations of FDSS at a water/
silica interface. The solid curves represent the results of fitting
the experimental data to eq 14 using a generalized reduced
gradient (GRG) nonlinear optimization routine. There are three
fitting parameters, the refractive index of medium 2, the
extinction coefficientκ, and a proportionality constant. Statisti-
cally adequate fits are obtained for all data sets. At all FDSS
concentrations the real part of the refractive indexn2 is constant
at 1.336. The inset in Figure 6 showsκ versus concentration.
The linearity between the extinction coefficient and the con-
centration of the FDSS solutions is of excellent quality.
Excellent fits for all datasets (to eq 14) clearly indicates that
FDSS has a homogeneous concentration depth distribution.

Acridine Orange. Figure 7 shows area normalized EWIF
emission spectra of AO at a water/silica interface, collected at
internal reflection angles of 80.0, 68.0, 66.8, and 65.0° (bulk
solution concentration) 2.1 × 10-7 mol dm-3). In much the
same way as FDSS, the fluorescence intensity is observed to

increase as the incidence angle decreases. However, the spectral
profile of the EWIFS emission changes dramatically as a
function of incidence angle. At the shortest penetration depth
(dp ≈ 100 nm), emission has two distinct peaks (528 and 625
nm). As the penetration depth is increased, the relative intensity
of the two emission peaks changes (the intensity of 528 nm
peak increases relative to emission at 625 nm). As the incidence
angle is lowered past the critical angle (θc ) 66.8°), the
penetration depth tends toward infinity and the emission shows
only a single peak at 528 nm. These results demonstrate that
the presence of the hydrophilic silica surface generates a
population of “surface-associated” AO species that have a red
shifted (≈100 nm) emission maximum with respect to the bulk
solution species. The photophysical properties of this surface
population are investigated further by examining the kinetic
characteristics of emission.

Figure 8 shows fluorescence decay profiles of AO in solution
and at a water/silica interface (dp ≈ 100 nm) measured at two
emission wavelengths. For AO in free solution analysis of the
profiles using a single-exponential decay function produces
excellent fits at all levels of precision (Figure 8a,b),τf ) 2.1
ns, ø2 < 1.1). However for AO at the water/silica interface
single exponential analysis of the decays produced very poor
fits at all levels of precision. In light of this the complexity of

Figure 5. Fluorescence decay profiles of FDSS. Concentration) 7.2
× 10-7 mol dm-3 key: (a) free solution (τf ) 4.7 ns); (b) silica/water
interface (dp ) 100 nm) (τf ) 4.7 ns). (Residuals and auto correlation
functions are also shown.)

TABLE 1: Global SOE Analysis of Fluorescence Decay
Profiles of FDSS at a Water/Silica Interfacea

incidence angle τf (ns) ø2 DW

80.0 4.7 1.34 1.73
68.0 4.7 1.27 1.89
66.8 4.7 1.31 1.62
65.0 4.7 1.27 1.89
bulk 4.7 1.39 1.91

a Bulk solution concentration) 7.2× 10-6 mol dm-3. Globalø2 )
1.3.

Figure 6. Angle spectra of FDSS at the water/silica interface.
Concentration: (a) 3.4× 10-5; (b) 1.7× 10-5; (c) 7.2× 10-6; (d) 5.9
× 10-7 mol dm-3. Inset: extinction coefficient resulting from fit of
experimental data to eq 14 vs bulk solution concentration.

Figure 7. Area-normalized EWIFS emission spectra of acridine orange
at the silica/water interface. Bulk solution concentration) 2.1× 10-7

mol dm-3; θi ) (a) 65.0°, (b) 66.2°, (c) 68.0°, and (d) 80.0°.
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the model was increased to include a second exponential term.
The increase in the complexity is physically justified by the
observed variations in the spectral characteristics (Figure 7).
Analysis of the EWIF decays produced excellent fits to a
biexponential model (Figure 8c,d). Table 2 shows the results
of the SOE analysis of the four fluorescence decays. All the
decays show a short lifetime component (τf ≈ 2.1 ns) that is
characteristic of AO in free solution. The analysis also shows
that decays from the interfacial region contain a second
component with an increased lifetime (τf ≈ 25 ns). This
suggests that the presence of the interface produces a second,
surface-modified, AO species characterized by an increased
florescence lifetime. To test this idea global SOE analysis, using
a biexponential decay model, was performed on the four AO
fluorescence decays. The results are shown in Table 3. As
stated, global analysis is the most rigorous statistical test that

can be performed on the data and the excellent fits demonstrate
that the two-component model is a good statistical description
of the system.

The results of the fluorescence lifetime analysis demonstrate
that in free solution AO exists as a single fluorescent species,
characterized by a peak emission at 528 nm and fluorescence
lifetime of 2.1 ns. The EWIFS decays suggest that in the
interfacial region a modified AO population exists, characterized
by red-shifted fluorescence emission (625 nm) and a hugely
increased fluorescence lifetime (τf ≈ 25 ns). The large red shift
in the emission of the “surface-associated” species allows simple
discrimination between “surface-associated” and “bulk” AO.
Consequently angle spectra of AO taken at different emission
wavelengths were measured to probe depth distributions of the
different populations. At longer wavelengths the depth distribu-
tion of surface specific species is preferentially investigated,
whereas at shorter wavelengths bulk AO species are selectively
probed. Figure 9 shows the angle spectra of AO measured at
two different emission wavelengths, 550 and 650 nm. Above
the critical angle the penetration depth of the evanescent wave
is of the order of a few hundred nanometers. The two angle
spectra are clearly very different in shape, indicating differences
in the depth distributions of the two AO species. Below the
critical angle both angle spectra are almost identical, since
penetration depths are now of the order of a few hundred
microns (i.e. for an emission wavelength of 650 nm the majority
of the observed fluorescence originates from bulk AO species).

The two angle spectra were fitted to eq 17, using four fitting
parameters,κ the extinction coefficient,n2 the real part of the
refractive index of medium two,r the thickness of the interfacial
layer, andσ1:σ2 the relative concentration of the bulk and
interfacial layers. Of these parametersκ and n2 characterize
the absorption properties of the system whiler and σ1:σ2

characterize the depth distribution of the system.
At both emission wavelengths the real part of the refractive

index and the extinction coefficient resulting from the fits were
identical (n2 ) 1.336 andκ ) 4 × 10-5); this is expected as
the optical absorption properties of the sample are not affected
by the wavelength at which the fluorescence emission is
monitored. Similarly the thickness of the interfacial layerr was
also found to be independent of emission wavelength (≈40 nm).
However, the resulting depth distributions at each emission
wavelength are very different and are illustrated in Figure 10.
The depth distribution of AO measured at 650 nm spectrally
selects AO species associated with the surface. (They-axes in

Figure 8. Fluorescence decay profiles of acridine orange. Bulk solution
concentration) 2.1 × 10-7 mol dm-3. In free solution, emission
wavelength) (a) 550 nm and (b) 650 nm. At the water/silica interface
(dp ) 100 nm), emission wavelength) (c) 550 nm and (d) 650 nm.
Fluorescence lifetime analysis of AO decays is shown in Tables 2 and
3.

TABLE 2: SOE Fluorescence Lifetime Analysis of AO
Decays, Whereτ1 and τ2 Are the Recovered Lifetimes of the
Two Decay Time Components andA1 and A2 Are the
Percentage Amplitudes of the Two Decay Time Components

excitation
wavelength

(nm) τ1 A1 τ2 A2 ø2 DW

bulk 550 2.1 100 1.12 1.62
bulk 650 2.1 100 1.18 1.78
EWIFSθi ) 800 550 2.2 78 24.5 22 1.24 1.62
EWIFSθi ) 800 650 2.0 24 25.3 76 1.19 1.52

TABLE 3: Global Sum of Exponential Analysis of AO
Decays

amplitude (%)

excitation
wavelength

(nm) τ1 ) 2.1 ns τ2 ) 24.3 ns ø2 DW

bulk 550 100 1.14 1.89
bulk 650 100 1.18 1.73
EWIFSθi ) 800 550 72 28 1.24 1.57
EWIFSθi ) 800 650 16 84 1.33 1.76

Figure 9. EWIF angle spectra of acridine orange. Bulk solution
concentration) 2.1 × 10-7 mol dm-3. Emission wavelength) (b)
550 nm and (d) 650 nm. Successful fits of experimental data to eq 17
are for (a) 550 nm and (d) 650 nm.
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Figure 10 are expressed in terms of the product of the quantum
yield and concentration, the emissivity). Figure 10b clearly
shows that the intensity of fluorescence emission per unit volume
originating within 40 nm of the surface is 20 times greater than
that originating per unit volume from the bulk AO (z > 40 nm).
Kinetic studies assigned fluorescence lifetimes of≈25 ns for
surface specific AO and 2.1 ns for bulk AO. Sincekr is
unaffected by the interface, the fluorescence quantum yield of
“surface-associated” AO is approximately 12 times greater than
that of bulk AO. Consequently each AO molecule in the
interfacial region generates 12 times the number of florescence
photons than each “bulk” AO molecule. Using this information
the emissivity depth distribution is converted into the more
useful concentration depth distribution. This is shown in Figure
10d. This confirms that the red emission originates from a
surface-specific layer (i.e.z < 40 nm)

A similar treatment can be performed for AO molecules
emitting fluorescence at 550 nm (Figures 10a,c). Here the
emissivity depth distribution shows that emission from a region
within 40 nm of the surface is 1.5 times greater than that of
bulk AO. However the enhancement in fluorescence quantum
yield of the surface-specific species means that although the
emissivity at 550 nm is increased in the interfacial region the
concentration is actually depleted, Figure 10c. For AO mol-
ecules emitting fluorescence at 550 nm, the concentration in
the interfacial region is 8 times less than in the bulk solution.

Conclusion

These studies have shown that VATR-EWIFS can be used
to quantitatively probe the concentration depth distribution of
some simple dye molecules at water/silica interfaces. It has
been stressed that care must be taken when using changes in
fluorescence intensities to infer changes in molecular concentra-
tion. Fortuitously, it has been demonstrated theoretically that
the radiative decay rate of a fluorophore is largely uneffected
by the presence of a dielectric interface (for the system described
and within experimental error). This result is of great impor-
tance in quantitative EWIFS, since it allows the quantum yield
of molecules in the interfacial region to be measured directly
using time-resolved fluorescence measurements. Furthermore
fluorescence intensities can subsequently be used to calculate
molecular concentrations.

Spectral and kinetic fluorescence properties of FDSS emission
appear to be uneffected by the presence of a water/silica
interface. This permits a simple interpretation of angle spectra
in terms of concentration distributions. Subsequent analyses
of angle spectra confirm that the concentration distribution of
FDSS is homogeneous as a function of distance away from the
interface (0> z > ∞). The absence of any specific solute-
surface interactions means that FDSS is ideally suited for
calibration of VATR-EWIFS measurements.

The spectral and kinetic fluorescence profiles of AO,
however, illustrate a more complex system. This is evidenced
by a red-shifted emission and an enhanced fluorescence lifetime
of a “surface-associated” AO population. Data show that AO
exists as two distinct species, “bulk” and “surface associated”.
The measured differences in the quantum yield allow the
concentration profiles of the two species to be determined from
the emissivity distributions. Conventionally these concentration
distributions would have been calculated assuming the quantum
yield of the “bulk” and “surface-associated” AO were identical,
yielding incorrect results.9 By spectrally selecting angle spectra
from “bulk” and “surface-associated” AO populations, one can
successfully test simple depth profile theory. Nevertheless, the
theory can be similarly applied when the angle spectra/decays
are measured using no wavelength discrimination. These studies
of simple dye systems demonstrate how the multidimensionality
of fluorescence can be used in conjunction with a surface-
specific probe (EWIFS) to quantitatively interrogate the inter-
facial region.

The methodology presented here is valid for any system
where a step profile is a satisfactory physical description of the
concentration distribution in the interfacial region. However,
it is possible and moreover likely that many systems will be
more complex. Present studies of the precise behavior of AO
at dielectric interfaces are combining fluorescence lifetime
distribution analysis and more complex depth distribution
models with VATR-EWIFS. This should provide a more
complete analysis of the heterogeneous nature of many inter-
facial systems.
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